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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte  Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo.

What an amazing entry form you've submitted this year.  You have put a lot of effort into this, and it was a delight for 
your adjudicator to explore Naas for the first time.  Whilst 51 pages can take time to read, your short summary video 
was lovely to watch.  This, and your photos, provided a feel for the breadth of your work.  The links on the digital 
map were innovative, but to aid adjudication, the absence of a legend made it difficult to navigate. 

You have many partners and great business support.   Central businesses have financially supported the floral 
displays.  Many more have support specific projects.  We liked to read in your entry form how the volunteers on your 
committee have close links with many other groups including Arts festivals, Scouts, Traders and the 14 schools in 
Naas.  You have a lot of close links across many community groups.  

It was exciting to see the work that you've done across all the categories, especially with many partners on 
Biodiversity -  pocket forests and hedgerows have been planted; quality of water bodies monitored, and many 
activities have helped bond the tight community of Naas.   

Communication is always important, and you have put a lot of effort into this.  You have a presence across many 
social media platforms; and there is even advertising on your van and all your hi-vis vests.   Another idea may be to 
place a poster on the Community Notice board at Rushe’s SuperValu.    Overall, your outreach and engagement is 
very strong.  You have included details of your long-term plan showing how you have kept on track and have 
already completed many of proposed actions.
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Along the Main Streets you have some lovely heritage buildings that are presented very nicely or in the process of 
being enhanced.  Your Heritage Trail provided interesting local knowledge.   In July, the Town Hall was covered in 
scaffolding and its refurbishment will offer a great amenity for the community.  The Presbyterian Church enjoys a 
prominent position in the town.  Nicely maintained railings, polite notices, and attractive hanging baskets were 
noticed here.  All of the parking bollards in front of here have been damaged from people reversing vehicles too 
enthusiastically and will need replacing. 

The courthouse, designed in 1807, is an impressive building but looked quite grubby but a clean sweep of the 
cobwebs here could make a big difference.  Watch out for Christmas lights permanently erected.  The overhead 
wiring for streetlights was busy, cluttered and just not very nice and some looked very industrial – not appropriate for 
a Main Street. Have you any plans in the longer term to underground these wires?  Is this detailed in your long-term 
plan?

Your adjudicator was delighted to be able to enjoy a coffee whilst sitting in your new Parklet.  The pedestrian zoning 
of Poplar Square enhances the public spaces in Naas.  These brave decisions have benefitted the 100,000 that you 
have estimated enjoy this space in one year. 

There are a lot of lovely independent shops in Naas with nice window display such as Richie Whelan’s menswear.   
Many of the smaller shops had internal shutters so even when closed you could enjoy some window-shopping.  This 
included both ‘The Jam Music Company’ and ‘Donegan's’, which should be commended.  Clever painting above the 
rustic Italian restaurant and Mulhern accountants caught the eye.
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wiring for streetlights was busy, cluttered and just not very nice and some looked very industrial – not appropriate for 
a Main Street. Have you any plans in the longer term to underground these wires?  Is this detailed in your long-term 
plan?

Your adjudicator was delighted to be able to enjoy a coffee whilst sitting in your new Parklet.  The pedestrian zoning 
of Poplar Square enhances the public spaces in Naas.  These brave decisions have benefitted the 100,000 that you 
have estimated enjoy this space in one year. 

There are a lot of lovely independent shops in Naas with nice window display such as Richie Whelan’s menswear.   
Many of the smaller shops had internal shutters so even when closed you could enjoy some window-shopping.  This 
included both ‘The Jam Music Company’ and ‘Donegan's’, which should be commended.  Clever painting above the 
rustic Italian restaurant and Mulhern accountants caught the eye.

Your adjudicator was intrigued to read that there was a harbour in Naas, so this was the first place visited.  What a 
lovely little oasis it was - very peaceful.  The poem on the wall for nursing staff was read and admired.  One 
recommendation would have been to paint the bollards but actually this was just starting during adjudication.  The 
wildlife board here needs a little attention.  Be careful with the use of old tyres as these degrade and leach 
micro-plastics and heavy metals in our water bodies.  Colourful wall paintings on small premises were lovely here.  

The window boxes looked lovely, and great to see many bee-friendly flowers incorporated into these.  Thanks to all 
the businesses for their support.  

A visit to Naas racecourse provided views across the wider countryside.  Naas is in a beautiful part of Ireland with 
many mature trees that are much rare along the West of the country.   Many pockets of the racecourse had small 
sections of grass left to grow long and this is welcome.  There is great potential here to further enhance some of the 
grounds for wildlife benefit.

Congratulations to the efforts of the sub-committee working in this area. Arriving into Naas from Ballymore, we liked 
the 'wildlife crossing' signs.  It is important to raise awareness, as well as alert motorist to possible hazards.  This 
sign was indicative of the great work you have completed in this category of the competition.  Indeed, you have 
listed the planting of Pocket Forests as one of your main actions over the last 12 months.  

How many hedgehogs did you count?   The proposed creation of a wetland area by the Canal is an ambitious 
project to be supported and applauded. 

Everyone can do their bit to enhance local, native wildlife.  You did that by purchasing and installing a nest tunnel for 
king fishers. These shy birds are beautiful, and anyone would be lucky to catch a glimpse of them.   Thanks also to 
the Men’s shed for creating many nest boxes.  

You have also organised talks, walks, shared guidance, and reduced weedkiller – all to be applauded.  Do you know 
how many of your attendees took on board your advice and guidance?

Congratulations on winning Ireland's cleanest town in the Anti-Litter League news.  This is testament to the 
volunteers and staff working hard to maintain Naas to high standards.  As mentioned in your entry form, the 
replacement of street bins is necessary in some places as they are not looking good.  In other places, they could 
benefit with a touch of paint.  One near the hospital and Lakelands was so rusty, litter was spilling out near the 
bottom.  

The front decorative panelling on several shops such as ‘Naas Shopping Mall’ is beginning to disintegrate and 
needs to be replaced.  

Do watch out for cable ties on some street posts around the Main Roads.  

The Eircom yard facility on Abbey Street looked like a prison yard with the excessive rusty barbed wire!  This was a 
pity especially as so much effort had been put into the presentation of the lanes and open spaces around here.    It 
would be better to explore nicer ways to secure this area. 

It is noted that you have informed the council of about 97 derelict sites, and it is hoped that action will be 
forthcoming on many of these.

Special mention here to the blacksmith who spent a week working on the appropriately themed sculpture for Naas 
TidyTowns.  
Your adjudicators visited Dunnes to try out the reverse vending machine. But there was a queue of people using it 
all bringing back large bags of cans and bottles!  It's obviously a great success and those we chatted to in the 
queue, said it was really good. 

It was good to see bike lockers available to rent off the Main Street.  Maybe next year provide some statistics as to 
the numbers using these?  As mentioned, it was lovely to see more central outdoor safe spaces created for the 
community, and we applaud the ‘no-car Sunday’ along certain routes supported by Kildare County Council.  

The pictures of the crowds at your ‘Wild Food Festival’ demonstrates the interest in this across the wider Kildare 
community.  
Energy, water quality and travel were themes for other projects you advanced for this section of the competition.

Green Spaces and Landscaping / Spásanna Glasa agus Tírdhreachú:

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:



Do watch out for cable ties on some street posts around the Main Roads.  

The Eircom yard facility on Abbey Street looked like a prison yard with the excessive rusty barbed wire!  This was a 
pity especially as so much effort had been put into the presentation of the lanes and open spaces around here.    It 
would be better to explore nicer ways to secure this area. 

It is noted that you have informed the council of about 97 derelict sites, and it is hoped that action will be 
forthcoming on many of these.

From smaller homes to more modern residential estates, there were many attractive homes throughout Naas.   One 
home facing the canal had a lovely wildflower meadow growing in their garden. This is a good example of how 
individually we can benefit and make a difference for wildlife.  

Oak Park was an attractive estate.  But it was one of a number in the town with a large stone entrance name that is 
not bilingual.  This should be compulsory for all new estates. Where is the large cycle lane here heading?  It would 
be better to have co-ordination to provide continuous lanes along approach roads.  

Many residential estates, such as The Meadow have large grass areas.  Perhaps the residents could be persuaded 
to allow sections of the grass to be mown in a bee-friendly manner, in exchange for bird boxes for the 
estate/homes?  

To engage with many of the residents of Naas, one idea would be to provide nest box kits for families or individuals 
to assemble and personalise.  Then volunteers such as The  Men’s Shed could maybe help with erecting them 
avoiding strong sunlight, or wettest winds.  www.birdwatchireland.ie has some great advice and FAQs on birdboxes 
of all types.

It was good to see your Naas Tidy Towns sign on the Dublin Road opposite the cinema explaining that this is a 
wildlife area.  

With many new housing residential estates at the side of Naas, it would be good to develop more cycle lanes in this 
area.  

There are many side lanes off the Main Roads including Moat Lane & Church Lane.  Congratulations they were 
presented very nicely with no obvious litter.  

Your adjudicator (accidentally!)  ended up driving down the beautiful lane by the grand canal between Abby and Mill 
Lanes.  How wonderful it was to explore this area. It was beautifully maintained.  Take care fixing fairy doors to trees 
as nails can introduce infections into the trees themselves.

Promoting biodiversity within Naas is most certainly an admirable goal and the Tidy Towns group has every right to 
be proud of their achievements to date in this respect! Successful projects range from the creation of Pocket Forests 
through the compilation of a History and Biodiversity of the De Burgh’s Estate to organising biodiversity walks and 
talks and of course pollinator planting throughout the town; all of which are accompanied by appropriate wildlife 
information panels. Visitors to Naas can achieve a good appreciation of the towns natural and socio-cultural 
heritage by reference to your interpretative panels however do keep them well maintained, some were noted that 
were in need of attention. Your proactive approach regarding the future development of your home place is evident 
in your submission to Kildare County Council for consideration in the preparation of their county development plan. 
Thank you for this year’s well illustrated submission to the SuperValu National Tidy Towns Competition; in this 
adjudicator’s experience the map provided was not appropriate for adjudication purposes although it was very 
sophisticated.  

What your adjudicator likes best about Naas is the number of beautifully presented Public Spaces available to the 
community throughout the town. Many buildings were admired including most public buildings such as the hospital 
and its grounds and the Primary Care Centre; the Library and Courthouse are visually interesting also and we 
anticipate an impressive new Library development in time. Overhead service cables and unsightly service poles 
diminish the visual amenity of the streetscape. Attractive street furniture is a feature of public spaces particularly 
seated amenity areas. New bicycle racks and lockers are favourably acknowledged together with work on the 
Famine Memorial project and heritage signage. Signage should be continued from the main thoroughfare to the car 
park and from there to the canal itself. We wish you a successful outcome for future projects.    

Yet another attractive feature of Naas is the sheer number of well managed green areas most especially the Fair 
Green; the planted ‘Failte go Naas’ is eye-catching
And beautifully designed. Your attention to the presentation of roundabouts is exemplary in general however the 
Ballymore Eustace roundabout looked a little neglected. Well done on the Gorse planting project and a big ‘Thank 
You’ to the Men’s Shed for their growing of Swiss Chard and gifting it to the community in addition to their 
construction of the floating Duck Houses and Bird Boxes. We look forward to the creation of the proposed Sensory 
Garden. 

The Neighbourhood Greenway and the Slí na Sláinte with its outdoor gym facilitates a greater appreciation of 
nature. The Hedgehog survey is an excellent initiative and Kingfisher and nesting swans add a further dimension to 
wildlife in Naas alongside biodiversity walks, talks and tours. Maintenance of projects done in previous years is 
applauded and future projects favourably acknowledged.  

In addition to your continuing reduce, reuse, recycle and creative upcycling activities, the latter at the lake and 
harbour, the Naas Tidy Towns group has taken sustainability to a new level by the monitoring of air quality and 
initiatives such as the Car Free Day and working towards an Energy Master Plan, we will ‘watch this space’.   

The northern entrance to Naas from the motorway features successful planting which ‘softens’ the visual impact of 
commercial yards; further in there are too many signs for commercial undertakings on the footpaths creating visual 
clutter. Your Adopt a Patch initiative, engagement in the National Spring Clean and other litter management 
activities have made a significant contribution to Naas being litter, dumping and graffiti free during adjudication; 
congratulations once more on your success in the IBAL survey.

Flower displays on the railings of the terrace of dwellings (The Crossings) looked very appealing and refreshing like 
a breath of fresh air. Plans to grow and feature Borage here from seed are notable. The majority of dwellings within 
Naas look well cared for including estates; weedy kerbs at one end of Patrician Avenue were unfortunate given an 
otherwise good presentation. the continuation of the Estates Competition is excellent as is the groups fruitful liaison 
with resident associations.

Roundabouts marking the entrance to Naas from the motorway look exceptionally well and create an excellent first 
impression of the town on the travelling public. 
Community involvement on the Blessington Road project is applauded; improvements to the Dublin Road together 
with the Cycle Day / Walk Day from the Ring Road to the Main Street of the town is impressive also. Cognisance is 
taken of proposed future projects. Naas admittedly has a lot of traffic but it also has fine nature trails, walking routes, 
public spaces, seated amenity areas and good shopping facilities. Well done on a fine presentation.

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Second Round Adjudication:

Concluding Remarks:

It was a privilege to review the work of your volunteers over the last 12 months.  You are all applauded for the great 
effort you have put into enhancing Naas.  The community is working together for the long-term benefit of the area.  
You have submitted a strong entry across all adjudication categories, in particular the areas of Biodiversity and 
Communication.  Well done.



Yet another attractive feature of Naas is the sheer number of well managed green areas most especially the Fair 
Green; the planted ‘Failte go Naas’ is eye-catching
And beautifully designed. Your attention to the presentation of roundabouts is exemplary in general however the 
Ballymore Eustace roundabout looked a little neglected. Well done on the Gorse planting project and a big ‘Thank 
You’ to the Men’s Shed for their growing of Swiss Chard and gifting it to the community in addition to their 
construction of the floating Duck Houses and Bird Boxes. We look forward to the creation of the proposed Sensory 
Garden. 

The Neighbourhood Greenway and the Slí na Sláinte with its outdoor gym facilitates a greater appreciation of 
nature. The Hedgehog survey is an excellent initiative and Kingfisher and nesting swans add a further dimension to 
wildlife in Naas alongside biodiversity walks, talks and tours. Maintenance of projects done in previous years is 
applauded and future projects favourably acknowledged.  

In addition to your continuing reduce, reuse, recycle and creative upcycling activities, the latter at the lake and 
harbour, the Naas Tidy Towns group has taken sustainability to a new level by the monitoring of air quality and 
initiatives such as the Car Free Day and working towards an Energy Master Plan, we will ‘watch this space’.   

The northern entrance to Naas from the motorway features successful planting which ‘softens’ the visual impact of 
commercial yards; further in there are too many signs for commercial undertakings on the footpaths creating visual 
clutter. Your Adopt a Patch initiative, engagement in the National Spring Clean and other litter management 
activities have made a significant contribution to Naas being litter, dumping and graffiti free during adjudication; 
congratulations once more on your success in the IBAL survey.

Flower displays on the railings of the terrace of dwellings (The Crossings) looked very appealing and refreshing like 
a breath of fresh air. Plans to grow and feature Borage here from seed are notable. The majority of dwellings within 
Naas look well cared for including estates; weedy kerbs at one end of Patrician Avenue were unfortunate given an 
otherwise good presentation. the continuation of the Estates Competition is excellent as is the groups fruitful liaison 
with resident associations.

Roundabouts marking the entrance to Naas from the motorway look exceptionally well and create an excellent first 
impression of the town on the travelling public. 
Community involvement on the Blessington Road project is applauded; improvements to the Dublin Road together 
with the Cycle Day / Walk Day from the Ring Road to the Main Street of the town is impressive also. Cognisance is 
taken of proposed future projects. Naas admittedly has a lot of traffic but it also has fine nature trails, walking routes, 
public spaces, seated amenity areas and good shopping facilities. Well done on a fine presentation.


